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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 160 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Project X CODE is a book-by-book series built for SEN and
struggling readers aged 6-11. Welcome to Micro World, invented by Macro Marvel - an amazing
theme park where you have to shrink to get in! Disaster strikes when CODE, the computer that
controls the park and the robots inside, goes wrong and wants to shrink the world. Team X and Mini
Marvel have a new mission - to battle the BITEs, collect the CODE keys, rescue Macro Marvel, stop
CODE, and save the world! Each book contains 2 texts: Text 1 is 100 decodable to build reading
confidence, and Text 2 is at least 80 decodable including the same target phonemes and Tricky
words but with more varied vocabulary to develop comprehension and motivate struggling
readers. Join Team X and Mini as they explore the Bugtastic zone in The Web. Find out if Cat can
rescue Tiger in Cat s Quest. Follow Max, Ant and Mini as they look for their friends in Missing! and
get up close to the Mantis-BITE in BITE Fright. Zoom around the Galactic Orbit...
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Reviews
This composed book is fantastic. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually
have read during my own existence and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Pr of. Elody D'Amor e
Unquestionably, this is the finest function by any article writer. I have read and that i am confident that i am going to likely to read yet again once again
later on. Your daily life period will probably be transform when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Sheldon Aufder ha r
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